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About This Game

Roulette Simulator presents players with the greatest modern Roulette gambling simulation. Experience the highs and the lows
in real-time as you try to beat the roulette wheel during the intensity of each spin!

3D Roulette Simulation

 Themed Roulette Wheels

 Realistic Wheel and Ball Physics.

 Experience Roulette in a 3D Physics-based simulation engine!

 Every spin matters! Every outcome presents intense moments and dramatic possibilities!

 Practice betting strategies to master the roulette wheel and earn great profits!

 Build your bankroll and move up the all-time Steam Leaderboards with every winning bet.

 Earn Roulette Achievements! (Steam Achievements integration)
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Steam Features

 Steam Leaderboards.

 Steam Achievements.
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Title: Roulette Simulator
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
JDRumble
Publisher:
JDRumble
Release Date: 19 Jan, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or Newer

Processor: Intel i3 Processor

Memory: 8 MB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 400 Series or Later.

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: Integrated Audio

Additional Notes: 60 FPS is the recommended frame rate.

English
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Another good game for folks who like strategies.
Customization of the character and lots of different features.
The game indeed has some bugs, but all-in-all the game experience for me is great.
It's not perfect, there are flaws and annoying details, but that does not change the fact that this is one of the most detailed and
innovative strategies games ever.
Great game but could do with some bugs fixing!
All in all I\u00b4d recommend the game.
. simplistic, not like proper complex fighters, and unlike bushido blade isn't actual 3d fighter

just fine for 2 shekels (seems abandoned in terms of lack of MP however). amazing game sooo fun!. In short this an awesome
game !

I had a certain apprehension due to the previous bad notes but I imagine that the demo was not as successful as today.
The games on HTC Vive are not legion for the moment but it is growing fast and Behind You lack of interaction for the
moment but I imagine that the developer are on it.

The graphics are stunning, the atmosphere very glaucous, the music, the sounds will ice your blood, a really incredible
experience ! the total immersion!

A really promising games, I can't wait to play the defenitive version.

Frankly I recommend this game on HTC VIVE it's a must have ! Really realistic and Scary !. A masterpiece!!!.
\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f. why the ♥♥♥♥ did i get a random trading card from this i
dont even have it installed what the ♥♥♥♥. Loved this series. Cool little games. Surprisingly addicting for a 2D game with only
one input button per player. Lots of fun!
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in a year altspace has not change at all or really updated much kinda went stale ,i highly reccomend everyone coming to V.R
Chat its a billion times better so many worlds to run around arena battles a vr tv show gunters universe it has so much more
community then Altspace ,vr chat is updated all the time ,forget about boring altspace and come to V.R Chat .....ALTSPACE
0\/10.....V.R CHAT 10\/10. A really great mini game. Inspired by Minesweeper but unlike anything you've tried, Tess Elated is
fresh and inspiring.
The vibrant and diverse cast of characters makes the story both interesting and rewarding with plenty of laughs.
With a colorful and fun art style and a joyful soundtrack, the game is sure to keep your interest.. I loved every single aspect of
this game.
The music is amazing, the background, the characters, the choices and i loved the stab on my heart when i did one of the GOOD
endings.

10/10. Shenzhen Solitaire is the ultimate solitaire game. It takes what makes Free Cell a more stimulating game than the classic
Solitaire, and it takes it to a whole new level, with a kind of cards that basically just get in the way since you can't group it with
others.

If you like solitaire games, or any game made to relax and think a bit, you can't miss this gem.

American Wheel Added + Leaderboards Published:
Some users requested the addition of the American Roulette wheel (with the additional 00 on the wheel). This update has
integrated the option to select between both the European (0 only) and American (0 and 00) wheels.

Additionally, I have added a Leaderboards button on the main menu so users can compare their balance to the global online
leaderboards!

Enjoy!. Roulette Simulator Bundle:
Roulette Simulator is now featured in a bundle with Roulette Simulator 2  at a reduced price. Take this opportunity to
purchase the bundle and retrieve a copy of both titles for less than half the price!

https://store.steampowered.com/bundle/10120/Roulette_Simulator_Bundle/. One Additional Week Featured Sale!:
This game will be on sale for an additional week following the Lunar New Year's Steam Sale!

Enjoy!. Roulette Simulator 2:
Roulette Simulator 2 has finally launched, this time with all new features and redesigned gameplay elements.

Enjoy new features like Column Betting, Faster Spins, Resdesigned Physics, and an all new UI interface!

Roulette Simulator 2 will be on sale for its opening week on Steam, and for the remainder of the Winter Sale!

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1002490/Roulette_Simulator_2/. Roulette Simulator - LAUNCHES on Steam! (25%
OFF):
Roulette Simulator has officially launched on Steam!

To celebrate, we've included a launch discount of 25% for the opening week on Steam! Get it for just $1.49 and enjoy!. 
Roulette Simulator - ON SALE!:
Roulette Simulator is discounted for the next seven days!
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